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Abstract
The assisted download is an effective method solving the problem that the
coverage range is insufficient when Wi-Fi access is used in VANET. For
the low utilization of time-space resource within blind area and unbalanced
download services in VANET, this paper proposes an approximate global
optimum scheme to select vehicle based on WebGIS for assistance download.
For WebGIS, this scheme uses a two-dimensional matrix to respectively
define the time-space resource and the vehicle selecting behavior, and uses
Markov Decision Process to solve the problem of time-space resource allocation within blind area, and utilizes the communication features of VANET
to simplify the behavior space of vehicle selection so as to reduce the
computing complexity. At the same time, Euclidean Distance(Metric) and
Manhattan Distance are used as the basis of vehicle selection by the proposed
scheme so that, in the case of possessing the balanced assisted download
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services, the target vehicles can increase effectively the total amount of user
downloads. Experimental results show that because of the wider access range
and platform independence of WebGIS, when user is in the case of relatively
balanced download services, the total amount of downloads is increased by
more than 20%. Moreover, WebGIS usually only needs to use Web browser
(sometimes add some plug-ins) on the client side, so the system cost is greatly
reduced.
Keywords: Assisted download, WebGIS, delay-tolerant networking,
VANET.

Introduction
Recent years, the vehicle with the help of the technology of IEEE 802.11
and DSRC to access Internet through roadside infrastructure has become an
important means for in-vehicle users to achieve information interaction with
Internet as Wi-Fi access is deployed on a large scale. Compared to the method
utilizing 3G/4G to access Internet, Wi-Fi access can give the lower cost and
better service to the high-speed mobile ends. Now, applying Wi-Fi access to
VANET has been widely approved by the researchers in the whole world. But
the insufficient covering range of Wi-Fi access prevents from its universal in
VANET.
By the vehicles which run in the same direction or opposite direction
carrying data to increase the download amount of target vehicle, this method
of assisted download can solve effectively the problem that the insufficient
covering range of Wi-Fi access prevents from its extending in VANET [1].
But it cannot solve the problem that the utilizing rate of time-space resources
is low and the download services are unbalanced.
In VANET, in the case of multi-user requests, the scheme helping the
target vehicle running in the blind area(BA) to select the assisted download
vehicles is one of the key factors to decide to the system throughput. The
goal of vehicle selection scheme is to maximize the total amount of user
download on the premise that all the target vehicles can evenly possess the
assisted download services. This scheme is facing with two problem to solve:
(1) Since the assisting vehicles don’t enter into the communication area (CA)
of an access point (AP) at the same time, during these vehicle staying in
CA, AP must decide whether to used them as the assisting vehicles to carry
data and the number of carried data, and to provide the assisted download
services for which target vehicles; (2) The actual transmission between the
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Figure 1
vehicle.

Schematic diagram of the encounter between the assistance vehicle and the target

assisting vehicle and the target vehicle occurs a period of time after AP makes
a decision. So, all decisions are based on predictions, which may lead to
uncertainty in the results.
The basis of selecting the vehicles is based on the existing information
(the speed and time enter into AP etc.) from the registered vehicle to predict
the time and location where the target vehicle and the assisting vehicle
makes communication within BA to select the assisting vehicles with the
non-overlapping communication area. As shown in Figure 1, the horizontal
axis denotes time, the vertical axis denotes position, the thin line denotes
the assisting vehicle, and the thick line denotes the target vehicle. The target
vehicle sets off from the present AP(position = 0). The assisting vehicle sets
off from the next AP(position = D), and it meets with the different targets
in the different time and location. t0 and ti denote respectively the starting
time and ending time when the target vehicle cj and assisting vehicle hi
communicates.
The vehicles don’t enter into CA of AP at the same time, so if every
decision from AP is only consider the vehicles which are in CA at that
time, the result of selecting vehicle is local optimum. However, due to the
superimposition of wireless communication conflict field in the case of a
single channel, the made decision at the time t can influence the made
decision at the time t + 1. Obviously, this local optimum may not necessarily
equal the global optimum.
In addition to the maximum throughput of the system, maintaining
the fairness of data obtained by the target vehicle, that is, each target
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vehicle should possess the assisted download service as equal as possible,
is another factor influencing the decision for selecting vehicle. In the existing
researches, the scheme of selection vehicle with cycle in sequence [2] can
make each target vehicle obtain the download services in a balanced method.
But the utilizing rate of BA is low so as to reduce the amount of user
download.
For the above problem, this paper proposes the scheme to select vehicle
for assisted download with the approximate global optimum in VANET. The
proposed scheme utilizes the communication features of VANET to simply
the space of selecting vehicle so as to reduce the computing complexity.
Euclidean Distance (ED) and Manhattan Distance (MD) are used to determine the selection probability of different behavior so as to balance the
number that each target vehicle possesses the assisted download services.
The proposed scheme is proposed to improve the utilization of time-space
resource within BA on the premise that CA is not overlapped in each procedure of the assisted download so as to improve the amount of user download
and meet the download requirement for mass data.

1 Relate Work
Depending on application environment, vehicle selection scheme for assisted
download can be divide into two types: urban road environment and highway
environment.
For the urban road environment, due to complex road conditions and large
changes in vehicle speed, some vehicle selection schemes to assist download
are researched based on the prediction for vehicle travel route, such as the
references [3–5]. The reference [3] uses a multi-level Markov chain to predict
the next location of vehicle based on the current travel route of vehicle so
as to select the assisting vehicle to provide the assisted download services
for the designated target vehicle. The references [4, 5] propose to use the
road topology to predict vehicle travel route so as to make vehicle selection
scheme. The reference [6] proposes the vehicle selection scheme which
predicts the possible travel route of vehicle according to its history routes,
selecting the vehicle with high encounter probability as the assisting vehicle.
In addition to using vehicle travel route as the basis for the selection scheme,
the references [7, 8] also propose to use the deployment of AP nodes as the
basis for vehicle selection. The goal of AP deployment scheme in Alpha
Coverage [7] is to use as few AP as possible to provide users with access
services. And although the scheme α-coverage reduces the number of access
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points, it does not consider the quality of services provided by AP to users.
For this problem, the author optimized the deployment scheme of AP on
the basis of α-coverage, and innovatively proposed a measurement standard
Contact Opportunity [8]. Compared with α-coverage, Contact Opportunity
considers the dynamic and static information such as the coverage area of
AP, the vehicle speed, the data download rate of AP, etc., so that AP can be
deployed more reasonably.
For the highway environment, the schemes for vehicle selection in the
urban road environment cannot be applied well in the highway environment.
The reasons include: (1) It is difficult to predict the vehicle travel route in the
urban road environment, so the vehicle selection schemes to assist download
mainly focus on the researches on the travel route prediction and encounter
probability; (2) In the highway environment, the road topology is simple.
The number of intersections is much lower than urban environment, so it is
possible to deploy AP at each intersection so that any two vehicles between
two AP in only possible to travel in the opposite or same direction, and the
two vehicles traveling in the opposite directions inevitably encounter each
other. And due to the lower change rate of speed, the two vehicles traveling
in the same direction are easy to predict whether they will encounter. In
addition, in the highway environment, the number of vehicles per unit area
is small, the speed of vehicle is fast, the change rate of speed is low, and the
number of vehicles available for AP in a unit time is small. These features
are not available in the urban road environment. So, the vehicle selection
scheme to assist download in the highway environment focuses more on
optimizing the time-space resources within BA and the vehicles. In the
highway environment, the local optimum scheme is used in the transmission
method of MobTorrent [4], that is, each time AP selects the vehicle which can
provide the largest download in the current time based on the vehicles in CA
as the assisting vehicle. The reference [6] uses the vehicle selection scheme
with polling in sequence, that is, the target vehicle that makes the request first
can get the services first. And the reference [9] uses the completion rate as
the vehicle selection basis, that is, each time the assisting vehicle selected is
the vehicle which can provide the users with the services having the highest
download completion rate.
The vehicle selection schemes adopted in the above researches are almost
the local optimum or the in-sequential cycle. These schemes lead to the low
utilization of time-space resources within BA and the problem of unbalanced
download services in the case of multiple user requests. How to select the
assisting vehicle to provide the target vehicle within BA with the download
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service so as to effectively improve the utilization rate of BA needs an indepth research.
Optimization theory is one of the popular methods to solve the problem
of resource allocation and task scheduling. The basic theoretical model of
dynamic optimization proposed in the reference [10] is Markov Decision
Process (MDP). MDP can be used to describe such a discrete-time decisionmaking process: the transition of system state at time t + 1 depends only on
the system state at time t and the decision-maker’s behavior, and is irrelated
to the system state and the decision-maker’s behavior in the period [0, t − 1].
This is consistent with the space-time resource allocation scheme within BA
analyzed above. So, this paper proposes to use the dynamic optimization
model of MDP as the basis for vehicle selection to solve the problem of the
time-space resources allocation within BA.

2 Optimization Model Based on MDP
2.1 Fundamental Element
Here, a dynamic optimization model of MDP is built based on the features
of time-space resources within BA in VANET. The fundamental elements
required are as follows:
(1) Two-dimensional state set S = s(τ, p) denotes the time-space state
within BA, that is, the resource occupation at the location p and time
τ . Here, [0, 1] are used to denote free and occupied respectively. The
research in this paper is based on the single-channel situation, that is,
the overlap of CA during the assisted download process will definitely
cause transmission conflicts. Three-dimensional state set S = s(t, p, c)
(the resource occupancy of channel c at location p and time t) in the
more complex multi-channel case will be a future research.
(2) The set V(t) of registered vehicles at the current time.
(3) The behavior set A(t) denotes the possible vehicle selection behavior of
the decision maker AP at time t, and the behavior space of AP depends
on the registered vehicles in AP’s communication area at the current
moment.
(4) The state transition relationship SA denotes the transition process of the
system state under the influence of decision-making behavior, namely
S × A → S, denoted as s0 = SA(s, a). s is the occupancy state of
time-space resources within BA at the current moment, a is the vehicle
selection behavior, and s0 is the next state under the behavior a.
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(5) External variables. The highway traffic flow conforms to Poisson
Distribution [11].
(6) The revenue function R(s, a, s0 ) denotes the generated benefit from the
system running under the impact of the behavior of the decision maker.
In order to facilitate the elaboration of the model, this paper uses the
total amount of assisted download of the target vehicle as the system
revenue.
2.2 Modeling and Analysis
There are two premises for vehicle selection decision need to require: (1) each
vehicle selection decision should avoid conflicts in all processes of assisted
download within BA; (2) all target vehicles in the system can possess fairly
the assisted download services, that is, the number of allocated services for
each target vehicle is balanced. So, the decision-making process is just the
allocation of time-space resources within BA, that is, to determine the time
and location when the target vehicle and the selected assisting vehicle meet,
so as to avoid the overlap of CA. The modeling process is divided into the
following 5 steps:
(1) Determine the state space
The premise on selecting a vehicle is that all assisted download processes
don’t conflict within BA. The proposed scheme uses a two-dimensional
matrix to denote the time-space resources within BA. As shown in the
formula (1), the horizontal direction denotes the spatial unit of BA, and the
vertical direction denotes the time unit of BA. The time-space occupation
of BA at time t is defined as the system state at time t. The “0” in the twodimensional matrix denotes that the time-space unit is in the idle state, and the
“1” indicates that the time-space unit is in the occupied state. The state space
S = {s(1), s(2), . . . , s(t)} of the system is defined as a time-dependent set
of time-space states within BA.
p p ············

1 2
00001000001 · · ·
t+1


t + 2 01010100001 · · ·


st = · 00101011000 · · ·


· 00011001001 · · ·
·
············

(1)
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(2) Determine the behavior space
All possible vehicle selection behaviors from the decision-maker AP at time
t are defined as their behavior space at time t. In order to better reflect
the changes in the state of time-space resources within BA caused by the
decision-maker’s vehicle selection behavior, the paper sets the behavior space
as a two-dimensional matrix with the same definition as the state space, as
shown in the formula (2).
p1 p2 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
t + 1 00000010000 · · ·

t+2
00000001000 · · ·
i

at = · 00000000100 · · ·

· 00000000010 · · ·
·
············

(2)

Assuming that the vehicle selection behavior at time t is A(t) =
{a0t , a1t , . . . , ant }, the service selecting an assisting vehicle to provide download for the target vehicle will cause some time-space units within BA to be
occupied. So, the “1” in the two-dimensional matrix denotes that the current
vehicle selection behavior will make communication in this time-space unit,
and the “0” denotes that the assisting vehicle and the target vehicle will
not communicate in this time-space unit. The vehicle selection behavior is
the one-to-many, that is, an assisting vehicle can carry data for the different
target vehicles, and transmit it to the corresponding target vehicles at different
times and locations within BA. So, the location of the “1” is not necessarily
continuous.
(3) State transition relationship
The decision-maker’s vehicle selection behavior at time t will lead to the
transition of the system state, as shown in the formula (3). Assuming that
the current time-space state within BA is st , and the current behavior space
is A(t) = {a0t , a1t , . . . , ait }, and the behavior ait will transfer the system
state from the current st to the next state st+1 . The next state is the sum of
matrices of the current state and the vehicle selection behavior. In the solving
process, if the corresponding location in the matrix st corresponding to the
location of “1” in the matrix at is also “1”, it denotes that the time-space unit
has been occupied. If the selecting behavior at from the decision-maker is
conflictive in this time-space unit, for the formula (3), the optimal solution in
the current situation should be the behavior that makes the number of “1” in
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st+1 the most.
1

at


00010000000 · · ·
00001000000 · · ·


00000100000 · · · =


00000010000 · · ·
s
t


············
00001000001 · · ·
01010100001 · · ·
...


00101011000 · · · +
ait




00011001001 · · ·
00000010000 · · ·
00000001000 · · ·
············


00000000100 · · · =


00000000010 · · ·
············

1

st+1


00011000001 · · ·
01011100000 · · ·


00101111000 · · ·


00011011001 · · ·
············
···
sit+1


00001010001 · · ·
11010101000 · · ·


01101011100 · · ·


00111001011 · · ·
············
(3)

(4) System operation target
In the above state transition process, the decision-maker hopes that the
selected behavior can obtain the maximum benefit, and the system goal determines its benefit function. The system goal can be the maximum throughput
of the system or the download completion rate of the users. The maximum
throughput of the system is the ultimate goal pursued by the operators, since
the more data the users obtain, the higher their benefit. From the user’s point
of view, every user wants to possess the download services fairly. Moreover,
the different users have different requirements for the download. So, simply
using the time when the assisted download occurs as a measure of system
operation goals does not fully reflect the fairness of the system.
In order to solve the above problems, the proposed scheme introduces the
weight variable ϕ as the measuring standard. The user sets ϕ according to the
demand, and the decision-maker provides the different services according to
ϕ. Assuming that the benefit from the state transition caused by the decisionmaker’s behavior is R(s, a, s0 ), it denotes that the adopted behavior a lead to
the state transition from s to s’ so as to get the maximum value of R.
R=

n
X
i=0

ϕj · µ · (ti1 − ti2 ) × ω

(4)
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(5) Bellman Equation
The behavior space refers to all the vehicle selection behaviors in which AP
selects the assisting vehicle to carry data for one or several target vehicles
within its communication area. In the assisted download schemes for VANET,
the behavior space corresponding to each state transition is the same, that is,
no matter how the decision maker selects the assisting vehicle to carry data
for the target vehicle at the previous moment, the candidate vehicles at the
next moment are the same, and the behavior space of vehicle selection of AP
is also the same. So, although the decision at the next moment depends on
the decision result at the previous moment, the behavior space at the next
moment is still independent of the decision at the previous moment.
Assuming that the available behavior space corresponding to the timespace resource state st within the current blind area is At , the possible behaviors {a0t , a1t , . . . , ant } at the time t respectively transfer the
system state to {s0t+1 , s1t+1 , . . . , snt+1 }, and the corresponding benefit is
Rt (st , [{a0t , a1t , . . . , ant }], [s0t+1 , s1t+1 , . . . , snt+1 ]), a key goal of the system is
as follow.
!
n
X
J = max
(5)
Ri (si , a, si+1 )
i=0

Obviously, this is a global optimal solution, but in fact the global optimal
solution is not equal to the sum of the local optimal solutions, as in the
formula (6).
!
n
n
X
X
max
Ri (si , a, si+1 ) 6=
maxRi (si , a, si+1 )
(6)
i=0

i=0

In other words, the optimal solution from the formula (3) at time t is not
necessarily the solution of the optimal solution sequence at time t, but it is
possible that among all solutions from the formula (3), the solution ax (ax ∈
A(t) and ax 6= at ) is the solution of the optimal solution sequence at time t.
So, the decision made at time t must consider its impact on the time t + 1. Let
the sequence λ be the strategy sequence solution, and J λ (s) is the expected
value of the objective function obtained on the state s ∈ S on the premise of
adopting λ. As shown in the formula (7).
X
J λ (sn ) = R(sn , λ(sn ))
P (sn+1 |sn , λ(sn ))J λ (sn+1 )
(7)
sn ∈S
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Bellman recursive process.

Then the solution of each moment is the formula (8).




X
π(st ) = max R(st , ait , st+1 ) +
P (st , ait , st+1 )J π (sn+1 )

ait ∈At 

(8)

st+1 ∈S

The recursive process is shown in Figure 2.
2.3 Solving Algorithm
(1) Vehicle selection behavior space
Solving the above recursive process may lead to “state space explosion”, that
is, the state space increases exponentially with time. If C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }
is used to denote the set of the target vehicles, and H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hm }
is used to denote the set of the assisting vehicles, then the number of the
target vehicles is n and the number of assisting vehicles is m. When the first
assisting vehicle h1 enters CA of AP at time t1 , the possible decision of AP
is that h1 carries information for any combination of vehicles(e.g. c1 , c2 , and
c5 in the set C of the target vehicles. So, the decision behavior space of AP at
time t1 is as shown in the formula (9).
A(h) = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a2n }

(9)
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There are 2n possible behaviors in A(h). When other assisting vehicles
enter CA of AP, AP has the same behavioral space. So, the combination of
all behaviors is as follow.
O = (2n )m = 2n·m

(10)

Obviously, the behavior space of the formula (10) increases exponentially
with the number of the target vehicles requiring to download and the number
of the assisting vehicles participating in the assisting forwarding. This space
is very huge. But in fact, for VANET on highway, the solution of many
behavior combinations is meaningless. First, in order to prevent signal interference, when an assisting vehicle communicates with a target vehicle, the
other target vehicles within the communication range of this assisting vehicle
cannot receive data, and the other vehicles within the communication range
of this target vehicle cannot also send data. So, the conflicting combinations
in the behavior space have no practical meaning and can be excluded in the
solving process. Moreover, the vehicle selection principle is to achieve the
system maximum throughput. So, the communications that will not conflict
with other vehicles should be a must.
(2) Simplifying behavior space
Obviously, in the case that the number n of the target vehicles is unchanged,
the number m of the assisting vehicles determines the size of the behavior
space and increases exponentially. The larger m, the closer the corresponding
solution to the optimal solution, and the higher the time-space utilization rate
for BA. But it also requires more time to calculate. So, in order to reduce the
computing complexity as much as possible, the proposed scheme simplifies
the behavior space according to the features of VANET.
According to the above analysis, the solution space caused by the
following two special cases has no practical meaning.
(1) When CA of any two or more running vehicles in the target vehicle set C
is overlapped with CA of one of the assisting vehicles, as shown in Figure 3.
In this case, AP can only select one of the target vehicles when making
decisions for h1 , that is, in the combination of formula (9), c1 and c2 cannot
appear at the same time. Just for the case in Figure 3, the number of data
sets of A(t) is simplified to (2n − 2n−2 ). If other target vehicles overlap,
the behavior space of A(t) will be further reduced. Figure 4 is a fragment of
the optimization algorithm when the collision domains between an assisting
vehicle and multiple target vehicles overlap.
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Figure 3 The communication domain between h1 and c1 and the communication domain
between h1 and c2 are overlapped.

Figure 4 Multi-target vehicle optimization algorithm.

For any assisting vehicle h, first initializing the behavior space of h
(line 2), and putting all possible combinations into the set A(h). In the initial
case, the number of elements in the set A(h) is 2n . For any given assisting
vehicle h, using two cycles (lines 3 and 4) to traverse the target vehicle set
C. According to the scheme proposed in the reference [12], it is possible
to calculate whether the collision domains between any two target vehicles
and the assisting vehicle overlap (line 5). If the cases are met, deleting the
combination containing two assisting vehicles in the set (line 6). Repeating
this operation on lines 8–9 until all combinations are checked. Line 10 returns
the optimized set A(h).
(2) When CA of any two or more running assisting vehicles in the assisting
vehicle set H is overlapped with CA of one of the target vehicles, as shown
Figure 5.
Before making a decision on each vehicle, AP must decide for which
target vehicles the current assisting vehicle can provide services based on
the previously selected vehicle. So, each target vehicle establishes a list of
assisting vehicles to record which assisting vehicles provide services for
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Figure 5 The communication area between h1 and c1 and the communication domain
between h2 and c1 are overlapped.

Figure 6 Multi-assisting vehicle optimization algorithm.

itself, and use this list as the basis for the current decision. As shown in
Figure 5, since the communication domain of h1 and c1 overlap with the
communication domain of h2 and c1 , AP must first check whether there is h1
in the service list of c1 when deciding whether h2 provides services for c1 . If
so, in the data set A(t), all options containing h2 will be deleted. By this way,
the behavior space of A(t) is reduced.
Figure 6 is a fragment of the optimization algorithm that simplifies the
behavior space in the case that overlaps the collision domain between multiple assisting vehicles and the same target vehicle. For any assisting vehicle
h, first initializing the behavior space of h (line 2), and putting all possible
combinations into the set A(h). Obviously, the number of combinations in
A(h) is 2n . AP maintains an assisting vehicle sequence List(i) which has been
selected to provide the assisted download service for any target vehicle i
within BA. Once an assisting vehicle is selected for the target vehicle i, it
is added to List(i) (the update operation of List is performed in line 9 of the
algorithm fragment in Figure 9). For any target vehicle i (line 3) in the target
vehicle set C, this algorithm traverses every selected vehicle in List(i) (line 4).
If the current assisting vehicle h conflicts with the selected assisting vehicle
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j (line 5), deleting all combinations with i in A(h) (line 6). Repeating this
operation on lines 8–9 until all combinations are checked. Line 10 returns the
optimized A(h) set.
The above two optimization algorithms are used to simplify the behavior
space. The impossible vehicle selection behaviors are deleted from the possible behaviors of each assisting vehicle to reduce the computing complexity
of the system. The follow-up experiments show that when the target traffic
density λ = 10, the complexity of the algorithm can be reduced by 2 to 3
orders of magnitude.
(3) Balanced the number of downloads
In addition to maximizing the total number of downloads for users, another
principle that the vehicle selection scheme needs to follow is to make every
user who requests the download have a balanced access to the assisted
download services. For example, in a period of time, AP can provide k
services to n target vehicles through m assisting vehicles (an assisting vehicle
can provide services for one or more target vehicles, so k = m). So, the ideal
balanced download means that every target vehicle receives k/n times assisted
download services.
Figure 7 is an example for a balanced download. The vehicles located
under the double dotted line denotes the target vehicles, running from left to
right, marked with Arabic numerals. The vehicles located above the double
dotted line denote the assisting vehicles, running from right to left, marked
with English lowercase letters. It is assumed that the assisting vehicles
a ∼ e have selected the corresponding target vehicles to provide the assisted
download services. As shown in the Table 1 in Figure 7, for example, item 1
indicates that it has been determined that the assisting vehicle a will provide
the assisted download services for target vehicles 1, 2, and 4. The behavior
space of the current assisting vehicle f is simplified to the 6 items in the

Figure 7 Analysis of balanced download cases.
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Table 2 in Figure 7 through the two algorithms proposed in the previous
section. Now if the assisting vehicles a ∼ e have selected the corresponding target vehicles to provide the assisted download services, what kind of
decision should the AP make on f to make the target vehicles 1∼5 closer to
the balanced services?
In Figure 7, before selecting which kind of vehicle selection behavior of f,
there are 5 assisting vehicles providing 11 downloads for the 5 target vehicles.
Then the balance means that every target vehicle gets 11/5 downloads on
average (number of downloads/number of target vehicles). At this time, the
target vehicles 1∼5 got 3, 1, 2, 2, and 3 downloads respectively. How far is
the current situation from the balanced? Which behavior of f can bring the
result closer to the balanced value? For these problems, the proposed scheme
creatively uses multidimensional Euclidean Distance and Manhattan distance
as the metric. By solving Euclidean Distance or Manhattan Distance from
each decision option in the behavior space to the balanced service as the basis
for the decision-making of AP, and using the balanced download scheme to
define the probability P of the recursive formulas (7) and (8), the formulas
can be solved.
(1) Euclidean Distance
Euclidean Distance (ED) is the shortest distance between two points. If the
number of services is regarded as a vector, the average number of services
obtained by every vehicle is the origin, and the actual number of obtained
services is the straight-line distance to the origin, that is, Euclidean distance.
Then the probability that the option leading to the shortest distance to the
origin among all options of the current target vehicle is selected should be the
greatest.
Assuming that there are n target vehicles in the target vehicle set C =
{c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }, then the number of the existing services of every target
vehicle at time t corresponds to formula (11),
U (t) = {ut1 , ut2 , . . . , utn }
then ED in the current situation can be denoted formula (12).
s P
 n
2
 Pn
2
t
t
i=1 ui
i=1 ui
t
− u1 + · · · +
− utn
de (U (t)) =
n
n
s
2
X  Pn ut
i=1 i
t
=
− ui
n

(11)

(12)
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Figure 8 Euclidean distance and manhattan distance.

At time t + 1, for the behavior space A(h) of the assisting vehicle h, the
closer to balance the option can minimize de (t + 1) is also, the higher the
probability of AP selecting the behavior. It may appear that the de (t + 1)s
calculated by all options are greater than de (t), which denotes that selecting
any option will make the system more unbalanced than the current one.
However, in order to increase the total amount of user download, AP should
select the behavior with the smallest de (t + 1).
Obviously, the complexity of ED between two points is n2 . In the case
of a large number of assisting vehicles, computing ED will increase the
processing delay of system. Therefore, in the case of relatively large number
of target vehicles, the proposed scheme uses another calculation method with
relatively low computational complexity, which is to calculate the coordinate
distance between two points—Manhattan Distance(MD).
(2) Manhattan Distance
As shown in Figure 8, the straight-line distance between two points is ED
discussed above, and the other three distances are all coordinate distances,
namely MD. The computing formula is as follow.
Pn
Pn
t
t
t
i=1 ui
i=1 ui
− u1 + · · · +
− utn
dm (U (t)) =
n
n
Pn
n
t
X
i=1 ui
=
− uti
(13)
n
i+1
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Like ED, at time t + 1, for the behavior space A(h) of the assisting vehicle
h, the closer to balance the option being able to minimize dm (t+1) is also, the
higher the probability of AP selecting the behavior. Compared with ED, the
computing complexity of MD is n, which makes the proposed scheme with
MD more suitable for the situations where there are relatively many target
vehicles. However, the computing accuracy of MD is not as high as ED. The
experiments compare the total number of user downloads using the above two
distance algorithms as the basis for the decision-making.
(3) Model solution
The significance of computing ED and MD (hereinafter collectively referred
to as the balanced distance, denoted by d) is that how does the current
assisting vehicle provide the download services to the target vehicles to make
the target vehicle in the system closer to obtaining evenly services on the
premise that the previous assisting vehicle has determined to provide the
assisted download services to which target vehicles. However, besides of
the balanced services obtained by users, another goal is to maximize the
system benefit proposed by the formula (5). In order to make the decision
for selecting vehicle to reflect the balanced service and the maximum benefit
of the system at the same time, the proposed scheme proposes to use the
balanced distance as the probability of solving the formula (7) and (8).
Assuming that there are m kinds of behaviors in A(h) = {a1 , a2 ,
. . ., am }, the corresponding service times are respectively U1 (t), U2 (t), . . .,
Um (t), and the corresponding balanced distances are d(U1 (t)), d(U2 (t)), . . .,
d(Um (t)). The larger the distance, the more deviation from the balanced
value when selecting this kind of behavior so that the probability selecting the
corresponding behavior is smaller. So, the proposed scheme uses an inverse
proportional function to define the probability of this option being selected.
The probability P of the formula (7) and (8) are defined as follows.
1
d(Ui (t))
1
i=0 d(Ui (t))

P (st+1 |st , ait ) = Pm

(14)

Figure 9 shows a fragment of the recursive solution for the model. The
behavior space of each A(h) has been simplified relying on the simplification
algorithm proposed above. As a global variable, π is the final solution
sequence. For each vehicle selection behavior in A(h) (line 3), if there is a
next vehicle (line 4), calculating the benefit from the behavior of the next
vehicle (line 4) according to the probability of the formula (13) (Line 5). If
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Figure 9

Recursive equation solving algorithm.

the sum of the benefit and the obtained benefit from the current decision i
is greater than the existing maximum value, then recording it in π (line 8)
and updating the list List (line 9). Here, List is a global variable. And if the
preorder decisions are different, it will affect List. If the current vehicle is
the mth assisting vehicle, finding the maximum benefit and assigning it to J
(line 13), updating π (line 14), finally returning to J (line 19).
By the above-mentioned solving process, it has obtained the global optimum solution for the selection scheme of assisting vehicle with a step length
of m. Within BA with 16 km, when the traffic flow λ = 10, the target vehicle
may encounter about 60 assisting vehicles. Obviously, it is unrealistic to take
the global optimum for 60 assisting vehicles (m = 60). The main reasons are:
(1) The vehicle speed cannot be kept constant even in a highway where the
speed change rate is very low. The more vehicles involved in the computing
and the farther away from AP, the less accurate the estimated speed of the
vehicles will be. (2) The more vehicles involved in the computing, the more
complicated the computing.
Based on the above analysis, the proposed scheme makes the number
of assisting vehicles involved in the computing m < 8. So, the solution
obtained from the proposed scheme is not a true global optimum solution, but
an approximate optimal solution. When the number of target vehicles n < 5,
the proposed scheme uses ED as the probability of vehicle selection; when
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n > 5, the proposed scheme uses MD as the probability of vehicle selection.
This method reduces the processing delay of the system.

3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance indicators such as the amount of download
from the proposed scheme are evaluated by simulation experiments. A part
of the vehicle running data use the test data of Electric Vehicle R&D Center
(Shanghai) of Chinese Academy of Sciences in Shanghai section of highway
G15 from September to December 2010, and the other part is automatically
generated by a data generator. During the process of generating data, the
vehicle speed during the data generating period is took randomly between
90 km/h and 150 km/h, which is in line with the actual situation of the
highways. Here, the probability p of the vehicle speed change(the change
range being from 90 km/h to 150 km/h) conforms to Lognormal distribution,
and the traffic flow conforms to Poisson distribution [13]. In the experiments,
the target vehicle speed is assumed to be 90 km/h. The simulation tool is
J-DSRelay that a highway vehicle networking simulation software based on
dynamic time slot using JAVA to develop. The test result is the average of
10–20 tests.
From the reference [11], CA of AP on the highways are set to 800 m,
and the distance between the two AP is 16 km, which is in line with the
actual situation AP generally locating at the gas-station or service-area on the
highways. The communication radius of the vehicle is set to 300 m. During
the assisted download process, the time spending on the target vehicle establishing a connection with the assisting vehicle is 2 s [14]. Considering noise
and coherence time, the transmission performance from the transmission
rate of 6 Mbps (four-bit phase modulation, QPSK) is higher than 18 Mbps
(sixteen-bit quadrature amplitude modulation, 16-QAM) and 3 Mbps (two-bit
phase modulation, BPSK) [15], and the packet transmission rate of the link
layer can reach about 60%. So, the transmission rate of the link layer between
vehicles can reach 400 KB/s. However, considering the redundancy and
retransmission mechanism of data packet header and end based on TCP/IP
protocols, the proposed scheme sets the speed rate of download within AP
area to 150 KB/s according to the relative speed difference, and the speed rate
of assisted download of the opposite vehicle (the maximum relative speed) is
set to 50 KB/s, and the speed rate of assisted download of the same direction
vehicle (the minimum relative speed) is set to 200 KB/s [11].
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Comparison of the amount of download under different number of assisting

For the different m, Figure 10 tests the total amount of user download
using four vehicle selection schemes (the sequential cycle, the local optimum,
ED method, and MD method). It can be seen that the sequential cycle and
local optimum vehicle selection are not affected by the value of m. Since
the sequential cycle is based on the number of download times of balancing
the target vehicle, the total account of download is the lowest, about 60M,
and while the local optimum total download is about 67M. Since adopting
ED and MD method, when the proposed scheme solves the formulas, as the
number of vehicles involved in the computing gradually increases, the total
amount of download gradually increases. When m = 4, the two methods
have reached the amount of download of the local optimum. When m = 8,
the total amount of download is increased to about 75M. The total amount of
download is higher than the previous two methods, and achieves the goal
of balance. Figure 10 also shows that MD method can obtain more data
download than ED method.
In order to be able to clearly describe the experimental results, this
paper assumes that the transmission rate between vehicles is the same. As
mentioned in the previous paper, the proposed scheme uses the same length
of time slice in transmission so as to be able to allocate the resources, so
every time the time of the assisted download services is the same. This can
conclude that the amount of download for each service is the same, that is,
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Figure 11 Comparison of 4 schemes for different traffic flows.

the system revenue = total number of services × transmission rate × time
slice. Since the latter two are fixed, the total number of services is used as the
evaluation index of the system revenue in the experiments.
Figure 11 shows the number of services under the different traffic flows.
When λ = 5, the number of service times of the four schemes is 98 times,
111 times, 122 times and 125 times respectively. Compared with the vehicle
selection scheme with cycle in sequence, the proposed scheme increases the
number of services by about 25%. When λ = 7 and λ = 10, the number
of service times obtained by the four vehicle selection schemes all have
different degrees of decline. Compared with the sequential cycle and the
local optimum vehicle schemes, the increment of the proposed scheme also
decreases significantly, which means that the traffic flow is greater, the more
obvious the advantage of the proposed scheme.
Figure 12 shows that the amount of download within a download area and
a blind area (running time about 350s) using 4 assisted download schemes—
MobTorrent [4], DSRelay [13], DCPP [16], and the proposed scheme. The
first 30s in CA of AP, the amount of download of the four schemes is the
same. There is no the assisting vehicle running in the opposite direction for
about 30s to 150s, and the amount of download does not increase. After 150s,
with the increase in the number of assisting vehicles, the total amount of
download of the target vehicle continues to increase. It can be seen from the
results that after using the proposed scheme to plan BA, the total amount of
download is significantly higher than the other three schemes after 220s. The
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Comparison of the amount of download of 4 assisted download schemes.

Table 1 Comparison of the number of provided services using 5 methods
The Target The Sequential The Local The Approximately
Vehicle
Cycle
Optimum
Optimum
ED MD
c1
20
32
33
27
29
c2
20
18
27
23
25
c3
20
12
20
25
22
c4
19
21
31
22
28
c5
19
28
23
24
21
Total
98
111
134
122 125

total amount of download is 47.2M before reaching CA of next AP, which
is about 20% higher than the other three schemes (39.9M, 38.6M, 36.2M
respectively).
Table 1 compares the number of services provided to 5 target vehicles
by the sequential cycle, the local optimum, the proposed scheme without the
balanced method, and the proposed schemes with introducing ED method
and MD method respectively. For the vehicle selection scheme with cycle in
sequence, the principle of vehicle selection is to evenly allocate the download
services for each assisting vehicle. So, 98 services provided by the assisting
vehicle are evenly allocated to 5 target vehicles in this scheme. And for the
vehicle selection scheme with the local optimum, the number of provided
services is 111. Compared with the sequential cycle, the number of services
is significantly increased. However, c1 with obtaining the most services (32
assisted download services) obtain 20 more services than c3 with obtaining
the least services (12 assisted downloads). Obviously, this vehicle selection
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scheme can lead to the unbalanced service allocation. For the proposed
scheme, which don’t consider the requirement for the balanced download,
it can increase the number of downloads to 134, an increase of about 20%,
but there is still a large difference between the maximum number and the
minimum number. The data in the last two columns are the number of services
obtained by each target vehicle using the proposed scheme, which’s vehicle
selection is achieved based on ED method and MD method respectively.
The maximum and minimum number differ by 5 and 8, respectively, which
are relatively balanced. But the number of obtaining services has decreased
slightly.
By the above experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Compared with the sequential cycle and the local optimum selection
schemes, using the proposed scheme can increases the total amount of
user download by more than 20%.
(2) Using ED and MD methods to balance the number of downloads,
although the total number of user downloads will decrease slightly, the
number of assisted download services obtained by each target vehicle
tends to be more balanced. This scheme promotes the fairness of the
system operation.

4 Conclusion
In order to effectively use the time-space resources within the blind area of
AP on highway, to maximize the total number of user downloads on the
premise of ensuring the fairness of the system, this paper proposes a assisted
download and vehicle selection scheme for VANET. The proposed scheme
innovatively proposes to use a two-dimensional matrix to define the timespace resources within the blind area and the vehicle selection behavior,
and utilize the communication features of VANET to simplify the vehicle
selection behavior space so as to reduce the computing complexity. The
optimization model based on MDP is established to solve the problem of
time-space resource allocation within the blind area. At the same time, the
proposed scheme proposes to computing ED and MD as the basis of vehicle
selection to achieve the balanced services providing to the target vehicle,
effectively increasing the total amount of user download.
The proposed scheme utilizes the features of VANET on the highway
and proposes an approximate global optimum resource allocation algorithm.
Compared with the sequential cycle and local optimum vehicle selection
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schemes in the existing researches, the proposed scheme not only increase the
total amount of user download to a certain extent, but also keep the fairness
of the system.
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